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Abstract

To increase network capacity, cellular operators have been offloading macrocell traffic to small

cells such as femtocells in the licensed band and WiFi hotspots in the unlicensed bands. However, there

could be severe interference between macro and femto cells; while WiFi hotspots use the spectrum

in a way less efficient than cellular networks. In order to address these problems and further improve

cellular capacity, we propose a framework for femtocells to simultaneously access the licensed and

unlicensed bands using a single cellular air interface. The framework includes a femtocell radio access

technology for the unlicensed band, a strategy to manage the coexistence of the femtocell with the

other unlicensed band users and a traffic assignment algorithm over the licensed and unlicensed bands.

The framework is guided by our analytical performance models which characterize the coexistence

of a femtocell and the other unlicensed band users. The traffic assignment is done to minimize the

femto-to-macro interference, while maintaining a required data rate for the femtocell and causing

minimal impact to the other unlicensed band users. Results demonstrate that the proposed framework

substantially improves the performance of both macrocells and femtocells. Besides, the total throughput

of all cellular and non-cellular users are also increased. In addition, the performance degradation caused

by the femtocell framework to the other unlicensed band users is similar to that caused in the current

approach of building WiFi hotspots to offload cellular traffic.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the past years, two approaches have been gaining popularity for cellular operators to

increase their network capacities. On one hand, femtocells, formed by small-size, low-power

base stations that are typically installed by cellular users are used to improve coverage and

increase cellular throughput by spectrum reuse [1], [2]. On the other hand, operators have been

offloading an increasing amount of data traffic from their licensed bands onto WiFi hotspots,

essentially creating new spectrum opportunities for cellular users [3], [4]. AT&T, for instance,

currently owns more than 23,000 WiFi hotspots [4]. Both approaches introduce smaller cells

overlaid on the macrocell resulting in a two-tiered heterogenous network.

However, each of these two approaches, if used alone, faces many challenges and suffers

from inefficient use of overall spectrum. First of all, a small cell (femto or WiFi hotspot) in both

approaches only uses one frequency band, either licensed or unlicensed, although both bands

are available. In addition, the presence of femtocells may cause severe cross-tier interference

between femtocells and macrocells since they share the same licensed spectrum [1], [2]. In

fact, most existing femtocell research has focused on mitigation of the cross-tier interference

between macrocell and femtocells [2], [5]–[7]. The “WiFi hotspot” approach has no cross-

tier interference, but falls short of achieving significant gains, mainly because the collision-

avoidance nature of WiFi channel access scheme prevents concurrent transmissions in a large

geographical area.1 Besides, WiFi is designed for low-interference local area networks and

suffers from significant performance degradation in interference-limited environments [8].

In order to address the problems faced by the above approaches and further improve cellular

network capacity, we propose a framework where femtocells simultaneously utilize both licensed

1One of the most strongest collision avoidance approachs used in WiFi is the NAV (network allocation vector) mechanism.

WiFi RTS, CTS frames and the PHY header of data frames carry information about the duration of the coming transmission.

Whenever a neighboring node decodes such information, it will not transmit to avoid collisions. Since the NAV information

is transmitted at the lowest data rate, it can be decoded at a very low SINR. Hence, neighboring nodes in a large area can

decode it and are not allowed to transmit.



and unlicensed bands using LTE-A air interface. The proposed framework is composed of the

following three components.

The first one is the femtocell radio access technology (RAT) for the unlicensed band. A

channel-sensing based channel access mechanism is proposed for femto BSs (fBS) to obtain

the unlicensed band; while the LTE-A air interface is used in data transmissions. Unlike the WiFi

channel access scheme which is based on collision avoidance, the proposed access scheme does

not include any collision-avoidance mechanism, thus allowing more concurrent transmissions. In

addition, with LTE-A air interface, a femtocell performs much better than WiFi in interference-

limited environments.

The second component of the framework is a coexistence management mechanism for a

femtocell to share the unlicensed band with other unlicensed band users. Our channel access

scheme is designed such that an fBS is able to adjust its channel usage by tuning channel

access parameters, hence controlling its impact to the other unlicensed band users. Using our

analytical characterization of the femtocell channel usage, an fBS can precisely manage its

coexistence with the other unlicensed band users.

The third component of the framework is a joint traffic assignment scheme over the licensed

and unlicensed bands. Upon obtaining the unlicensed band, an fBS needs to find the best

strategy to simultaneously exploit the benefits of both bands. To this end, we formulate a traffic

assignment problem in order to minimize the femto-to-macro cross-tier interference. This is

in contrast with current traffic assignment approaches for heterogenous cellular/WiFi hotspot

networks, where all traffic is completely switched to one single band.

Overall, the first two components of the framework solve the low efficiency and no-coexistence-

management problems in the WiFi hotspot approach, respectively; while the third component

addresses the cross-tier interference issue in the femtocell approach. In our framework, an fBS

manages the coexistence with the other unlicensed band users using the strategies and analytical

tools developed in Section III. After obtaining access to the unlicensed band, the fBS will assign

traffic into both the licensed and unlicensed bands using the proposed algorithm in Section IV.

The proposed framework is evaluated with comprehensive system level simulations performed

with a two-tier heterogeneous network consisting of a large number of femtocells and WiFi

nodes. The simulation results show that the performance of both macrocell and femtocells are



improved substantially with the proposed framework. In addition, the total system throughput of

cellular and non-cellular users also increases. More importantly, these benefits are obtained at

a low price: the performance degradation of coexisting WiFi WLANs caused by our femtocell

framework is shown to be very similar to that caused in current “WiFi hotspot” approach.

Our work is related to a few recent papers [9]–[11], which apply cognitive technology to

femtocells. In these papers, macrocells are the primary users in the licensed cellular band

while femtocells are the secondary users. Femto BSs use cognitive technology to find the radio

resources that are not utilized by the macrocell. The femtocells try to use these unutilized

resources to reduce their interference to the macrocells. However, these femtocells only operate

in cellular licensed spectrum; while in our work, femtocells access unlicensed bands as well.

In the rest of this paper, we assume that the obtained unlicensed band is solely used for

downlink transmissions. However, the analysis and conclusions can be easily generalized to the

uplink and the shared DL/UL cases.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we introduce the proposed femtocell radio

access technology (RAT). In Section III, we analytically study the coexistence of femtocell/WiFi

networks. In Section IV, we describe the proposed femtocell traffic assignment scheme. In

Section V, we validate the framework through simulations.

II. A FEMTOCELL RADIO ACCESS TECHNOLOGY IN THE UNLICENSED BAND

Existing channel access schemes used in the unlicensed band are mostly designed for dis-

tributed networks. Without a central controller to coordinate the channel access, transmissions

often collide. To reduce collisions, these schemes try to prevent as many concurrent transmis-

sions as possible. For example, the WiFi distributed coordination function (DCF) [12] employs

both carrier sensing and network allocation vector (NAV) mechanisms to prevent concurrent

transmissions. Additionally, the random backoff mechanism in WiFi DCF requires that, before

initiating transmissions, WiFi nodes should wait for a random amount of time while the channel

is idle, which wastes spectrum resources.

In order to overcome the drawbacks of distributed channel access schemes, we propose a

new channel access mechanism for fBSs. The proposed channel access mechanism encourages

concurrent transmissions by excluding collision-avoidance mechanisms such as the WiFi NAV.



However, it still uses channel sensing to avoid disrupting ongoing communications between

other unlicensed band users. The channel sensing threshold can be adjusted to allow more

concurrent transmissions. It also allows an fBS to adjust its channel usage to obtain a fair share

of the unlicensed spectrum by tuning the channel access parameters.

Fig. 1 illustrates the proposed channel access scheme. The fBS attempts to access the channel

only at pre-assigned periodic time instants, called “access opportunities”. The period of the

access opportunities is denoted as Tattempt. Upon the arrival of an access opportunity, the fBS

starts sensing the unlicensed band. If the channel appears idle for a pre-defined time duration,

Tsensing, the fBS will access the channel and use it for a fixed duration, TcellTx; otherwise,

the fBS will wait for the next access opportunity. As we will see in the following sections,

an fBS can adjust its usage of the unlicensed spectrum by tuning the parameters Tattempt and

TcellTx. In practice, Tsensing should be very small (in the order of 10 microseconds) and is

determined by the hardware thus not as tunable as Tattempt and TcellTx.

In order to prevent fBSs from keeping the channel for a long time, an fBS should not access

the channel immediately after a channel use. If the end of a femtocell transmission happens to

be an access opportunity, the fBS should skip it; if the end of a femtocell transmission is in

between two access opportunities, the fBS should skip the immediately next access opportunity.

This guarantees that femtocells leaves at least Tattempt seconds between two consecutive

transmissions for other coexisting users to grab the unlicensed band. After successfully obtaining

the unlicensed band, the femtocell will follow LTE-A air interface in the data transmissions.

III. MANAGING THE COEXISTENCE OF FEMTOCELL WITH OTHER UNLICENSED BAND

USERS

In order to study and manage the coexistence of femtocells with the other users in the

unlicensed band, we develop analytical models to characterize the performance of coexisting

networks. We consider two different scenarios, full buffer and non-full buffer traffic loads. We

have different coexistence strategies for these two scenarios.



A. Coexistence of Femto with Full-Buffer WiFi

In this subsection, we study and manage the coexistence of femtocells with other unlicensed

band users in the scenario where the other users are under full buffer traffic loads. In this case,

a femtocell will inevitably reduce the channel usages of the other unlicensed band users, since

those users have already fully utilized the unlicensed band before the fBS attempts to access the

channel. Therefore, we define a friendly coexistence strategy for controlling femtocell channel

usage by tuning fBS channel access parameters, so that the performance degradation to the

other users can be managed. More specifically, we analytically express WiFi and femtocell

performance as functions of their channel access parameters. WiFi performance is measured by

the total throughput of all WiFi nodes while femtocell performance is measured by the fraction

of time that a femtocell occupies the unlicensed band. The actual femtocell throughput can be

easily determined from the obtained channel time in this subsection and the current signal to

noise plus interference ratio (SINR) which can be obtained by fBSs.2

1) System Model: For the analytical model, we consider the scenario where a 802.11 single-

AP WLAN coexists with a femtocell and each contending node (WiFi or fBS) can sense the

other nodes. The fBS accesses the unlicensed band as described in Section II. We assume that

the number of WiFi nodes is much larger than one and all WiFi stations transmit at the same

data rate. Furthermore, a WiFi transmission fails whenever it collides with other transmissions

and WiFi data rates are set in such a way that transmission errors can be neglected.

2) Overview of the Analysis: The states of WiFi and femtocell networks are tightly coupled

through a key parameter PcellSucc, the probability that a fBS successfully obtains the channel

in a channel access attempt. First, we derive PcellSucc by modeling the exponential backoff

mechanism of WiFi nodes with a 2D Markov chain. Next, we express the femtocell performance,

measured by tcellFrac, the fraction of channel time occupied by the femtocell, in terms of

PcellSucc and fBS channel access parameters. Finally, we express WiFi network throughput in

terms of tcellFrac and WiFi parameters.

2In the unlicensed band, the interference to a transmission is mainly caused by the concurrent transmissions from other

devices that are too far away to detect this transmission activity.



3) Derivation of PcellSucc: To guarantee a successful fBS channel access, certain conditions

must be met. First, the attempt time (i.e., the start time of the channel sensing) must be located

within a period where all WiFi nodes are idle. We denote Q the probability that this condition

is satisfied. Second, the channel must be idle for at least Tsensing seconds following the fBS

attempt time. We denote P ′
cellSucc the conditional probability that this condition is satisfied

given that the first condition is satisfied. The derivation of PcellSucc is then decomposed into

finding Q and P ′
cellSucc, respectively.

We will first derive Q, the probability that the time of an fBS channel access attempt is within

a WiFi idle period. WiFi users access the channel in a random fashion, resulting in random

channel states (idle, collision, or successful transmission) at any given time instant. Hence Q

equals to the fraction of time that the WiFi channel is idle, out of all of WiFi channel time.

The fractions of time that WiFi channel is idle, in collision state and in successful transmission

state, are mainly determined by WiFi exponential backoff parameters, WiFi load and number

of contenders (both WiFi nodes and fBS). Since we assumed that the fBS and all WiFi nodes

always have data to send, introducing a fBS to contend with WiFi nodes does not change WiFi

load and WiFi network remains saturated. In addition, since there are many WiFi nodes, the

introduction of a fBS increases the number of contenders by a very small fraction. As a result, a

WiFi network has almost the same fractions of idle, collision and successful transmission time,

respectively, in the WiFi/femtocell coexistence scenario as in the WiFi-only scenario. Hence

finding Q for the WiFi/femtocell coexistence scenario is equivalent to finding the fraction of

idle channel time in the WiFi-only scenario.

The fraction of idle channel time in a WiFi-only network can be obtained by using a 2D

Markov chain to analyze the WiFi exponential backoff process, as done in [13]–[15]. Foh

and Tantra’s analysis [14] provides very accurate probabilities for a WiFi network being in

the channel state of idle (Pidle), collision (Pcollision) and successful transmission (Psuccess),

respectively. These probabilities will be used here. As in [13]–[15], the concept of a “time slot”

is extended in this work to refer to any continuous time period that a station observes. The

duration of a time slot in our model can be one the following; α: the duration of a successful

transmission; β: the duration of a collision period or δ: the duration of an idle backoff time



slot. Then we can obtain the fraction of time that WiFi channel is idle as follows:

Q =
Pidleδ

Pidleδ + Psuccessα+ Pcollisionβ
. (1)

The WiFi channel can be viewed as alternating idle and non-idle (i.e., collision or successful

transmission) periods. A WiFi idle channel period is composed of exactly L (L = 1, 2, 3, . . .)

idle time slots and thus has a duration Lδ with probability PL

idle(1 − Pidle). Note that (1) is

the probability that an fBS attempt happens to be located within a WiFi idle channel period;

but both the length of the period and the relative location of the attempt time in the WiFi idle

channel period are random. If Lδ ≥ Tsensing and the attempt time happens to be located in

the first (Lδ − Tsensing)/(Lδ) portion of the WiFi idle channel period, the fBS will find that

the channel is idle during the following Tsensing channel sensing time and the attempt will be

successful. Given that the start time of an fBS access attempt is located in a WiFi idle channel

period with L (L ≥ ⌈Tsensing/δ⌉) idle time slots, the conditional probability for the fBS to

successfully obtain the channel is (Lδ − Tsensing)/(Lδ) . Consequently, given that an fBS

attempts to access the channel within a WiFi idle channel period, the conditional probability

that it successfully obtains the channel is:

P ′
cellSucc =

∞∑
L=L0

PL

idle(1− Pidle)
Lδ − Tsensing

Lδ
, (2)

where L0 , ⌈Tsensing/δ⌉. Here ⌈x⌉ denotes the smallest integer that is greater than or equal

to x.

Then the probability that the fBS successfully obtains the channel is:

PcellSucc = Q · P ′
cellSucc. (3)

4) Femtocell Network Performance: In an fBS channel access attempt, if the channel is

successfully obtained, the fBS transmits for a fixed duration TcellTx; otherwise, it will attempt

again after a fixed time duration Tattempt. The success probability for each attempt is PcellSucc.

If Tattempt is comparable to the transmission durations of the other unlicensed band users, it

is reasonable to assume that the fBS channel access attempts are statistically independent. As

such, 1/PcellSucc attempts are needed on average for the fBS to obtain the channel and occupy



it for a fixed time TcellTx. Then the fraction of channel time occupied by the femtocell is

tcellFrac =
TcellTx

(1/PcellSucc) · Tattempt + ⌈η⌉Tattempt
=

η

1/PcellSucc + ⌈η⌉
, (4)

where

η = TcellTx/Tattempt. (5)

Note that the derivation of (4) is not based on the assumption of any particular traffic load,

hence it is applicable to both the full-buffer scenario in this subsection and the non-full buffer

scenario in Section III-B.

5) WiFi Performance: The femtocell occupies the channel for tcellFrac fraction of the time,

leaving the rest (1 − tcellFrac) fraction of time for WiFi nodes. The WiFi throughput is then

determined by the fraction of time within the total WiFi time (1− tcellFrac) that the channel

state is in successful transmission instead of collision or idle. Recall our earlier assumption

in Section III-A3 that a WiFi network has the same fractions of idle, collision and successful

transmission time, respectively, in the WiFi/femtocell coexistence scenario as in the WiFi-only

scenario. Therefore, WiFi aggregate network throughput can be written as:

S = (1− tcellFrac)
Psuccess · E[Payload]

Pidleδ + Psuccessα+ Pcollisionβ
, (6)

where E[Payload] is the expected number of bits in the payload of a WiFi packet and the

probabilities Pidle, Psuccess and Pcollision are based on the analytical results for WiFi-only

networks [14].

6) Applying the Analysis to Practical Networks: In full buffer scenarios, a femtocell will

inevitably reduce the channel usage of the other users, since the other users have already fully

utilized the unlicensed band. Our friendly coexistence strategy sets a t∗cellFrac to keep the WiFi

throughput reduction below a predetermined threshold to maintain fairness among the femtocell

and other unlicensed band users. An fBS can achieve the desired t∗cellFrac by tuning its channel

access parameters TcellTx and Tattempt using (4), thus precisely controlling the channel usage

grabbed from other unlicensed band users. To this aim, an fBS needs to obtain PcellSucc first.

Although (3) provides a way to compute PcellSucc, it relies on the WiFi parameters such as

δ and Pidle that are usually not available to fBSs in practice. So we have to find another

way to obtain PcellSucc. Recall that the channel access success probability PcellSucc does not



depend on the actions of the fBS in full-buffer scenarios, therefore, an fBS can directly estimate

PcellSucc based on it historical records. Here we do not require any RAT-specific knowledge

and parameters from other unlicensed band users, so this method can also be applied to the

scenarios where some or all of the other unlicensed band users are not WiFi.

B. Coexistence of Femto with Non-Full Buffer Unlicensed Band Users

In this subsection, the unlicensed band users that coexist with femtocells can be equipped

with any RAT (not necessarily WiFi). In addition, these users do not have full-buffer traffic loads

discussed above. In the non-full buffer scenario, it is possible for a femtocell not to reduce the

channel usage of the other unlicensed band users. Therefore, we define a friendly coexistence

strategy as controlling femtocell channel usage by tuning fBS channel access parameters, so

that the channel usage of the other users is the same as the case without femtocells.

1) System Model: We first introduce two new parameters. Let r (0 < r < 1) be the average

probability that an fBS detects the unlicensed band busy, i.e., r is used to characterize the

current unlicensed band usage. An fBS therefore can potentially use the channel up to (1− r)

of the time on average if the throughput of the other unlicensed users needs to be kept at the

same level as before the femtocell was introduced. However, since most devices access the

unlicensed band based on channel sensing, the unlicensed band can never be occupied hundred

percent of the time. Denote ro (0 < ro < 1) as the maximum channel utilization (in terms of

fraction of time) when unlicensed band users attempt to access the channel all the time (i.e., full

buffer load). Then the maximum fraction of time that a femtocell can occupy the unlicensed

band is (ro − r), rather than (1 − r). In practice, r and ro can be obtained from long-term

channel sensing. Note that this friendly coexistence strategy is not possible in the full-buffer

scenario where a femtocell will inevitably reduce the channel usage of the other users, since

those users have already fully utilized the unlicensed band.

We abandon the ideal assumptions (Section III-A1) about number of users and channel quality

which are used in the analysis for full-buffer scenario, and adopt more practical assumptions.

Firstly, unlike in the full-buffer scenario where we assume WiFi is the RAT of the other

unlicensed band users, here we assume that the other unlicensed band users can be equipped

with any channel-sensing based RATs (not necessarily be WiFi), as long as the time instants



that they access the channel are random, which may be due to their random traffic arrivals in

upper layers or channel access schemes. Also, we do not assume that the fBS and the other

unlicensed band users can always sense each other. Finally, channel utilization r is assumed

to be known to the fBS through measurements and the desired t∗cellFrac is set no larger than

(ro − r) so that the other unlicensed band users will still enjoy the same channel usage r. In

the following analysis, we will study how to achieve a desired t∗cellFrac by tuning fBS channel

access parameters.

2) Performance Analysis: Two key parameters, the fraction of channel time tcellFrac occu-

pied by a femtocell and the fBS success probability PcellSucc in channel access, are strongly

dependent on each other. On one hand, the higher success probability PcellSucc is, the larger

fraction of channel time tcellFrac will be occupied by a femtocell. This relationship is mathe-

matically described in (4) for both full buffer and non-full buffer scenarios. On the other hand,

we can express PcellSucc as a function of tcellFrac as follows,

PcellSucc =
1− tcellFrac − r

1− tcellFrac
= 1− r

1− tcellFrac
. (7)

The numerator (1−tcellFrac−r) is the fraction of time that the channel is idle. The denominator

(1−tcellFrac) is the fraction of time that the fBS senses the channel. Here we use the assumption

that the time instants that the coexisting unlicensed band users access the channel are random.

By solving the equations (4) and (7), we can obtain PcellSucc and tcellFrac. When η ≥ 1,

we use the approximation ⌈η⌉ ≈ η to simplify (4). Then the solution to tcellFrac is obtained

as:

tcellFrac =


2+η−r−

√
(2−η−r)2+4rη

4
, if 0 < η < 1;

1−r
1+1/η

, otherwise.
(8)

Substituting (8) back to (7), we can obtain PcellSucc. It is easy to show through algebraic

manipulations that this is the only feasible solution. As we can see, we can achieve a desired

t∗cellFrac by setting fBS channel access η using (8).

IV. FEMTOCELL TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENT OVER LICENSED AND UNLICENSED BANDS

Upon obtaining access to the unlicensed band, a fBS needs to find a good strategy to exploit

the benefits of both licensed and unlicensed bands. The licensed band is exclusive for cellular



systems and reliable, but it sometimes suffers from high interference such as that between

macro and femto nodes. Unlicensed bands, on the other hand, provide extra bandwidth but are

shared with other systems like WiFi, thus are less reliable. In this section, we formulate a traffic

assignment strategy to minimize the interference from the femtocell to the macrocell, while

maintaining a required throughput at the femtocell and causing small throughput degradation

to the other unlicensed band users. The following analysis is for both full-buffer and non-full

buffer traffic loads, and based on the analytical tools developed for coexistence management

in Section III.

A. System Model

We assume that the macrocell does not make any changes in its transmission strategy

(e.g., power allocation, scheduling, etc.) to adapt to femtocell interference. In our analysis,

interference is always treated as noise. To describe the basic principles behind our traffic

assignment strategy, we assume there are one macro base station (mBS) and one fBS, each of

which has only one user. In the licensed cellular band, there are two interfering links in the

downlink, one from fBS to macro user equipment (mUE) and the other from mBS to femto

user equipment (fUE) . The latter one cannot be controlled by the fBS and will be ignored

in the analysis, since macrocell transmission characteristics do not change in the presence of

femtocells.

B. A Strategy for fBS to Use Both Bands

The fBS traffic assignment strategy is designed to adaptively adjust the transmission pa-

rameters of a given fBS, in order to minimize the femto-to-macro DL interference. Hence the

objective is

min Im(Pf ) = Pfh
2
fm. (9)

where Pf is the fBS transmit power and hfm is the channel gain of the fBS-to-mUE interfering

link. While doing so, we also consider the performance of the femtocell and other unlicensed

band users. First of all, we require that the throughput degradation caused by the femtocell to the

other unlicensed band users must be small. This is achieved by using the friendly coexistence



strategies in Section III-A6 (for full-buffer scenario, i.e., r ≈ ro) and Section III-B1 (for non-

full buffer scenario, i.e., r < ro). Another constraint is that the femtocell has to maintain a

given data rate:

Rf (Pf ) +R′
f ≥ R̄f , (10)

where the constant R̄f is the required total DL data rate for this femtocell, R′
f is the achieved

femto rate in the unlicensed band and Rf (Pf ) is the femtocell rate function in the licensed

band, which depends on transmit power Pf , fBS-to-fUE channel gain, interference from mBS

as well as the modulation and coding scheme (MCS). Note that Rf (Pf ) is an non-decreasing

function of transmit power Pf . An fBS can estimate the average R′
f based on channel and

interference statistics in the unlicensed band (including interference from all WiFi and non-

WiFi unlicensed band users) and the fraction of channel time t∗cellFrac determined by the

coexistence management strategies in Section III. Therefore, the unlicensed band provides an

extra fixed out-of-band data rate R′
f for the licensed band.

Apart from the above data rate requirements, a femto BS is also subject to peak transmit

power constraint due to battery limitations and restrictions imposed by regulations. Let P̄f be

the maximum fBS transmit power in the licensed band, then we have

0 ≤ Pf ≤ P̄f . (11)

In the unlicensed band, however, we assume no power control thereby fixing the transmit power

P ′
f . The solution to the optimization problem (9)-(11) can be summarized as follows:

• If R̄f −R′
f ≤ 0, inequality (10) always holds. The optimal Pf is 0 and the licensed band

is not used.

• If R̄f −R′
f > 0 and P̄f ≥ R−1

f (R̄f −R′
f ), the optimal Pf is R−1

f (R̄f −R′
f ), where R−1

f (R)

corresponds to the lowest transmit power to attain the desired rate R. In this case, the fBS

uses both bands with data rates of (R̄f −R′
f ) in the licensed band and R′

f in the unlicensed

band. Otherwise, there is no feasible solution thus the desired femtocell rate R̄f cannot

be supported and has to be reduced.



C. An Algorithm to Implement the Traffic Assignment Strategy in Real Networks

We propose a traffic assignment algorithm illustrated in Fig. 2 based on the simplified model

of Section IV-B. First, the fBS estimates r through long-term measurements. Then we take

different actions depending on the unlicensed band utilization r. If r < ro, the unlicensed band

is not fully utilized, we set the desired femto channel usage t∗cellFrac to (ro − r) using the

coexistence strategy in Section III-B1; then we set fBS channel access parameter η using (8)

in order to achieve the t∗cellFrac. If r ≈ ro, nodes in the unlicensed band are in full-buffer

loads, we set the desired t∗cellFrac using the coexistence strategy in Section III-A6; then we

set η using (4) in order to achieve the t∗cellFrac. Next, the unlicensed band data rate R′
f can

be estimated based on t∗cellFrac and SINR statistics.3 For R̄f , we use the average femto DL

load obtained from historical data. Then we set fBS licensed band transmit power Pf using the

results in Section IV-B.

As a result of the above strategy, the fBS obtains data rates of (R̄f − R′
f )

+ in the licensed

band and R′
f in the unlicensed band. The fBS then assigns (1−R′

f/R̄f )
+ and min(1, R′

f/R̄f )

fractions of its traffic to the licensed and unlicensed bands, respectively. The proposed traffic

assignment algorithm lies in a sublayer in the MAC layer and is an interface between the MAC

and IP layers.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND MODEL VALIDATION

In this section, we validate the femtocell coexistence analysis in Section III. We also evaluate

the performance of the whole femtocell framework including the traffic assignment strategy of

Section IV in practical deployment scenarios. We first describe the simulator and the general

simulation setup. Each simulation scenario will have additional configurations based on this

general setup.

The CoopMAC simulation platform [16] [17], a customized event-driven IEEE 802.11 net-

work simulator built in C language, is used to implement the proposed femtocell framework

including the channel access scheme and the traffic assignment algorithm. At the IP layer,

3We can map any given SINR to a corresponding data rate; hence, with SINR statistics, we can compute the expected rate.

Therefore, R′
f is just a t∗cellFrac fraction of the expected rate.



packet arrivals at each WiFi and cellular node are random and follow Poisson distribution.

At the PHY layer, interference from all other nodes operating in the same band is taken into

account in computing the received SINR. Received SINR is then mapped to throughput using

the frame error rate (FER) table of the MCS used for transmission. The FER tables are obtained

via link level simulations compatible with the 802.11 and LTE standards. The parameters used

in the simulations and in our analytical models are summarized in Table I where the path loss

models are adopted from [2], [18]. In the simulations, for simplicity fading and mobility are

not considered.

A. Validation of the Performance Analysis for Full-Buffer Scenario

In this subsection, we validate the performance analysis presented in Section III-A for the

coexistence of full-buffer WiFi/femtocell networks. The simulations in this subsection are

performed under the same assumptions as those in the analysis (Section III-A1). There is

a single fBS and a WiFi WLAN consisting of one AP and 9 stations. The AP does not initiate

transmissions, while the stations transmit UDP packets to the AP at the same data rate. All

nodes are placed in the sensing region of each other.

The impact of η on WiFi and femtocell performance is shown in Fig. 3. We set Tattempt to

1ms and vary TcellTx from 0 to 500ms. WiFi performance is measured as the total throughput

of all WiFi nodes; while femto performance is measured as femto channel usage tcellFrac
(i.e., the fraction of channel time occupied by femto). We can see that the simulation results

match analytical results well. As predicted by (4), femtocell performance tcellFrac is an

increasing function of η; while equation (6) suggests that WiFi performance degrades as

femtocell performance improves, and vice versa, which is a very natural consequence of the

channel contention between WiFi and femtocell. Additional simulations with different Tattempt
values lead to the same WiFi throughput and femto usages as shown in Fig. 3 and are not shown

here. This demonstrates that η is the main femto parameter that impacts WiFi and femtocell

performance, which is consistent with our analytical results given in (4) and (6).



B. Validation of the Performance Analysis for Non-Full Buffer Scenario

In this subsection, we verify the performance analysis presented in Section III-B for the

coexistence of non-full buffer WiFi/femtocell networks. The simulations in this subsection are

performed under the same assumptions as those in the analysis (Section III-B1). The femtocell

network consists of one fBS and one fUE while the WiFi network consists of 10 APs, each

transmitting to one station. All nodes are placed in the sensing region of each other. As discussed

in the analysis (Section III-B), an fBS estimates r by sensing the channel over a long duration.

In the simulations, we impose different traffic loads (3Mbps, 10Mbps and 19 Mbps) over the

whole WiFi network and the fBS obtains estimates of r = 0.1, 0.32, and 0.61, respectively.

The analytical and simulation results are compared in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) demonstrates that the

probability PcellSucc of a successful channel access attempt decreases with increasing r or η,

which is consistent with the analytical results in (7). On the other hand, Fig. 4(b) shows that

femtocell performance tcellFrac is a decreasing function of r and an increasing function of η.

This is due to the fact that a larger r means other users utilize more channel time while a larger

η means femtocell uses the channel for a longer duration. In addition, Fig. 4(b) also shows that

WiFi channel usage is not impacted by femtocells. This is because the fraction of channel time

tcellFrac occupied by a femtocell is no larger than (ro − r) (ro = 0.9 in the simulations), so

that WiFi can still enjoy the same r fraction of channel time as in the case without femtocells.

C. Performance Evaluation of the Whole Framework

In this subsection, we evaluate the proposed framework under practical deployment scenarios.

Cellular and WiFi performance in both licensed and unlicensed bands are investigated.

The following topology is considered in the simulations. A macro BS is placed at the center

of the macrocell with radius 300m. 40 WiFi APs, 40 femto BSs and 50 macro UEs are randomly

dropped in the macrocell. Two fUEs (or WiFi stations) are dropped within each fBS (or AP)’s

coverage area with a radius of 20m. LTE-A is adopted as the cellular air interface while 802.11n

with a frame aggregation level of 64K Bytes is used for WiFi. The cellular network is two-

tiered, with the macrocell using licensed band at the top layer and 40 closed-access femtocells

(or cellular WiFi hotspots) using either the licensed and/or the unlicensed band at the bottom

layer. The highest PHY layer data rates in WiFi and LTE-A are 72.2Mbps and 78Mbps (after



taking into account various overheads and assuming that the whole bandwidth is used for a

single user), respectively. When applicable, cellular attempt interval Tattempt is set to 1ms and

cellular transmission duration TcellTx is set to 20ms (i.e., η = 20).

Traffic loads offered to WiFi WLANs and the macrocell are similar to the practical network

situations. Since most practical WiFi WLANs operate under low or median traffic loads, we

offer a load of 10 Mbps to each WiFi WLAN. Practical macrocell networks are often short in

capacity, so we offer the macrocell a traffic load of 150 Mbps, which is even higher than the

highest macrocell PHY layer data rate. For the small cells (femtocell or cellular WiFi hotspots),

we perform simulations under various traffic loads. Our coexistence strategy (Section III-A6)

suggests that a femtocell should obtain a fair share of channel time when the surrounding

WLANs are in full-buffer loads. In the simulations in this subsection, we consider the “fair

share” as zero (since femtocell can still use the licensed band).

Note that some femtocells in our configuration coexist with full-buffer WLANs while the

others coexist with non-full buffer WLANs, depending on their locations. The rationale is as

following. A WLAN needs to occupy the unlicensed band for a certain (0.33) fraction of time

to achieve a throughput that is equal to its load (10Mbps). In some regions of the macrocell

where three or more WLANs are dropped close to each other, WLANs have to transmit all the

time (i.e., in full-buffer load). In other regions of the macrocell where two or fewer WLANs

are dropped close to each other, WLANs do not transmit all the time (i.e., in non-full buffer

load).

We consider five different approaches for cellular small cells (femtocells or WiFi hotspots)

to use the licensed and unlicensed bands:

• Case 1 (WiFi offloading): Cellular WiFi hotspots operate only in the unlicensed band using

802.11n air interface. In this paper, “cellular WiFi hotspot” and “WiFi WLAN” refer to

the WiFi networks accessed by cellular and non-cellular users, respectively.

• Case 2 (traditional femto): Femtocells operate only in licensed bands with LTE air interface.

• Case 3 (traditional femto + WiFi): Dual-band femtocells operate in both licensed and

unlicensed bands with LTE and 802.11n air interfaces, respectively. At the MAC layer,

a simple traffic assignment scheme is used to assign IP packets to these two bands. In

this scheme, packets are assigned to the band which is not in transmission; if no bands is



transmitting, packets are randomly assigned to one band.

• Case 4 (our proposed femtocell RAT with simple traffic assignment): Dual-band femtocells

operate in both licensed and unlicensed bands with LTE air interface as proposed in this

paper. However, At the MAC layer, the simple traffic assignment scheme in Case 3 is

used.

• Case 5 (the complete proposed framework): Dual-band femtocells operate in both licensed

and unlicensed bands with LTE air interface. At the MAC layer, the traffic assignment

scheme proposed in Section IV-C is used to assign IP packets to these two bands.

Figure 5(a) shows the throughput performance experienced in cellular small cells (i.e.,

femtocells or cellular WiFi hotspots) with varying traffic loads. It can be seen that with a

high small-cell traffic load, the total throughput of a small cell in Cases 4 and 5 significantly

outperforms the reference scheme of Case 3. This is mainly due to the fact that Case 3 adopts

WiFi air interface for transmission in the unlicensed band which results in a lower MAC layer

efficiency. One the other hand, under a median small-cell load, a small cell obtains similar

throughput in Cases 3, 4 and 5.

Fig. 5(b) presents the macrocell performance. A main observation is that the proposed traffic

assignment algorithm substantially improves macrocell throughput by reducing the interfer-

ence from the small cells to the macrocell. Of course, Case 1 does not affect the macrocell

performance since cellular WiFi hotspots operate only in the unlicensed band.

Fig. 5(c) illustrates the performance of coexisting WiFi WLANs, which are accessed by non-

cellular users. Under high small-cell loads, the throughput of WiFi WLANs drops by around

20% in the proposed schemes (Case 4 and 5), compared with Case 2 where the small cells

do not use the unlicensed band at all. Under low and median small-cell loads, the WLAN

throughput drop in the proposed schemes is even smaller. In addition, WLAN performance in

Case 5 is very similar to that in Case 1. This shows that WiFi WLAN performance degradation

in our proposed schemes is very close to that in the current practice where cellular operators

build their own WiFi hotspots to increase their network capacities.

The total throughput of all cellular and non-cellular nodes is shown in Fig. 5(d). Under

low traffic loads on each small cell (≤ 20Mbps), the throughput is very similar in all cases.

However, under median and high small-cell loads (≥ 30Mbps), the proposed schemes (Cases 4



and 5) outperform the others significantly. Although not shown here, we have also conducted

simulations for the case where the coexisting WiFi WLANs are under very high traffic loads.

The results are very similar to those under median WiFi WLAN loads in Fig. 5, except that

the throughput degradation of WiFi WLANs in the proposed schemes is now larger.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has proposed a novel femtocell based framework for utilizing licensed and

unlicensed bands under a cellular radio access technology in order to improve femtocell per-

formance and reduce cross-tier interference in macro/femto networks. We analytically derived

the performance of coexisting femto/WiFi networks for scenarios with full-buffer and bursty-

traffic WiFi. In addition, a strategy for assigning femtocell traffic jointly on the two bands was

presented and a practical algorithm based on the analytical results was proposed. Compared

with the approaches in current cellular networks, our proposed framework and traffic assignment

scheme were shown to improve the performance of femtocells, macrocell and the overall

system (cellular and non-cellular). Additionally, the performance degradation of coexisting WiFi

WLANs due to femtocells accessing the unlicensed band is shown to be very similar to that

in the current practice where cellular operators build their own WiFi hotspots to boost their

network capacities.
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TABLE I

PARAMETERS USED IN SIMULATIONS AND ANALYTICAL MODELS

802.11 MAC

SIFS: 10 µs CWMin: 31

DIFS: 28 µs CWMax: 1023

Slot Time: 9 µs RTS/CTS: Enabled

Femto Channel Access

ro = 0.9 Tsensing = 18 µs

IP Packet Size: 1500 Bytes

Transmit Power

mBS: 40 dBm fBS: 15 dBm

mUE: 15 dBm fUE: 15 dBm

BW (Lic.): 20MHz BW (Unlic.): 20MHz

Ch. Sensing Thresh: -62 dBm (WiFi & Femto)

Noise Power: -95 dBm (over 20MHz)

Path Loss Models based on [18]

PL: path loss in dB

R: distance in meters

Low: the outer wall loss in dB

mBS ↔ mUE

PL = 15.3 + 37.6 log10(R)

mBS or mUE ↔ femto node

PL = 15.3 + 37.6 log10(R) + Low, Low = 10

Femto node ↔ femto node in the same femtocell,

WiFi node ↔ WiFi node in the same WLAN

PL = 38.46 + 20 log10(R) + 0.7R

Femto node ↔ femto node in different femtocell,

WiFi node ↔ WiFi node in different WLAN,

Femto node ↔ WiFi node

PL = 15.3 + 37.6 log10(R) + Low, Low = 20



Fig. 1. Femtocell channel access mechanism in the unlicensed band.

Fig. 2. Diagram of the proposed traffic assignment algorithm for femto BS.








